UPG Billing Compliance Policies

Medical Student Services

It is the policy of the UVA Physicians Group not to bill for services involving medical students except when the attending or attending-supervised resident is present with the medical student for the entire service.

- **Procedures:**
  - The attending and/or the attending-supervised resident **MUST be present in the room with the medical student the ENTIRE TIME** during the procedure, and
  - The resident or attending physician must document the procedure. The medical student’s documentation of the procedure is not sufficient for billing purposes.

- **Evaluation & Management Services**
  - The attending and/or an attending-supervised resident **MUST be present in the room with the medical student the ENTIRE TIME**, or
  - The attending physician takes and documents the HPI, performs the physical exam and medical decision making
  - **NOTE:** Only the medical student’s review of systems and past family and social history may be linked to or considered for coding and billing purposes.